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impact the 
lives of the 
people in the 
city
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1. The connection 
between Refugee and 
Aid is lost in the current 
system of Refugee help. 
2. The people who want 
to help don’t trust that 
their funds are going to 
the right place. 
3. People who have 
the resources to 
host families do not 
have easy access to 
information. 
4. When Refugees are 
in crisis, safer more 
stable conditions do not 
open up fast enough.
problem:
Product Positioning Map
Difficult To Use Easy To Use
Very Productive
Not Productive
-productiveness based on refugee’s thoughts on usage
provides necessary and 
valid information, not 
linked to government
Detects faces to match 
family members together. 
Does not exist in an easy 
to use format
donation app for things of daily 


























AID TYPE: DONATIONS (Enter specific requests and needs)
HOUSING/ SHELTER (Enter how many people, ages, and additional needs)
Your donations will go 
straight to providing people 
in need with food, clothing, 
and shelter.  The funds 
raised will also cover 
transportation costs needed 
to move people in need out 
of the area of crisis.
The food, clothing, and 
supplies you donate will be 
sent directly to the people 
who need it most.  A list of 
local drop o points in your 
area will be provided when 
you register. 
Volunteer your time to bring 
donations to the crisis area.  
Bring your skills and service 
for on-site assistance.  
DONATE
REGISTER/ LOG IN




FUNDS ITEMS VOLUNTEER 
SERVICE
NAHATLAS
Current products that attempt to help crisis 
victims fail to address the most important 
problem at hand. Citizens feel like there 
is nothing they can do for people in other 
countries.  
NAHAtlas strengthens the connection between 
the needs of refugees and the abilities of 
volunteers during crisis by providing a website 
that easily answers the main question people 
are asking.
“THE HYBRID 
BETWEEN AIR B&B 
AND AMERICAN RED 
CROSS”
REQUEST MONEY, SUPPLIES, FOOD, 
TRANSPORTATION, CLOTHES, 
ACTIVIES, AND SHELTER
MATCH WITH A NUMBER OF 
FAMILIES, LOCATIONS, AND 
LANGUAGES
A WAY TO PAIR WITH LOCAL 
CHARITIES AND LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT TO DONATE 
ACTUAL GOODS
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